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Materials with strong electronic correlations have long resisted abinitio modeling due to their complexity arising from nonperturbative strength of the interaction. The Dynamical Mean Field Theory in combination with the Density Functional
Theory has recently allowed accurate modeling of the electronic structure of many complex materials, such as the heavy
fermions, transition metal oxides, iron superconductors, etc. The stationary implementation of the Dynamical Mean Field
Theory functional [1] and its derivative [2] has been recently achieved, which allows one to predict forces for structural
relaxation at finite temperature across the metal-insulator transition, and ab-initio prediction of the coupling between
magnetism and phonons at finite temperature. We will show how the electronic correlations enhance the electron-phonon
coupling strength in FeSe[3], how the coupling of magnetism and crystal structure in rare earth nickelates leads to the metal
insulator transition[4], and why is the BCC structures of elemental iron stable at high temperature[5].
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